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and pressure units. The control function
algorithms use the monitor data to con-
trol the cooler power, vacuum solenoid,
vacuum pump, and electrical warm-up
heaters. The control algorithms are
based on a rule-based system that acti-
vates the required device based on the
operating mode. The external interface
is Web-based. It acts as a Web server, pro-
viding pages for monitor, control, and
configuration. No client software from
the external user is required. 
This work was done by Michael J. Britcliffe,
Bruce L. Conroy, Paul E. Anderson, and
Ahmad Wilson of Caltech for NASA’s Jet
Propulsion Laboratory. Further information
is contained in a TSP (see page 1).
This software is available for commercial li-
censing. Please contact Daniel Broderick of the
California Institute of Technology at
danielb@caltech.edu. Refer to NPO-47247.
Commercial Modular Aero-Propulsion System Simulation 40k
John H. Glenn Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio
The Commercial Modular Aero-
Propulsion System Simulation 40k (C-
MAPSS40k) software package is a non-
linear dynamic simulation of a
40,000-pound (≈178-kN) thrust class
commercial turbofan engine, written in
the MATLAB/Simulink environment.
The model has been tuned to capture
the behavior of flight test data, and is
capable of running at any point in the
flight envelope [up to 40,000 ft
(≈12,200 m) and Mach 0.8]. In addi-
tion to the open-loop engine, the simu-
lation includes a controller whose ar-
chitecture is representative of that
found in industry.
The simulation environment gives the
user easy access to health, control, and
engine parameters. C-MAPSS40k has a
graphical user interface (GUI) to allow
users to easily specify an arbitrarily com-
Common Bolted Joint Analysis Tool
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas
Common Bolted Joint Analysis Tool
(comBAT) is an Excel/VB-based bolted
joint analysis/optimization program that
lays out a systematic foundation for an in-
experienced or seasoned analyst to deter-
mine fastener size, material, and assem-
bly torque for a given design. Analysts are
able to perform numerous “what-if” sce-
narios within minutes to arrive at an opti-
mal solution. The program evaluates
input design parameters, performs joint
assembly checks, and steps through nu-
merous calculations to arrive at several
key margins of safety for each member in
a joint. It also checks for joint gapping,
provides fatigue calculations, and gener-
ates joint diagrams for a visual reference.
Optimum fastener size and material, as
well as correct torque, can then be pro-
vided. 
Analysis methodology, equations, and
guidelines are provided throughout the
solution sequence so that this program
does not become a “black box” for the
analyst. There are built-in databases that
reduce the legwork required by the ana-
lyst. Each step is clearly identified and re-
sults are provided in number format, as
well as color-coded spelled-out words to
draw user attention. 
The three key features of the software
are robust technical content, innovative
and user friendly I/O, and a large data-
base. The program addresses every as-
pect of bolted joint analysis and proves
to be an instructional tool at the same
time. It saves analysis time, has intelli-
gent messaging features, and catches op-
erator errors in real time.
This work was done by Kauser Imtiaz of
The Boeing Co. for Johnson Space Center. For
further information, contact the JSC Innova-
tive Partnerships Office at (281) 483-3809.
MSC-24836-1
Draper Station Analysis Tool
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas
Draper Station Analysis Tool (DSAT) is
a computer program, built on commer-
cially available software, for simulating
and analyzing complex dynamic systems.
Heretofore used in designing and verify-
ing guidance, navigation, and control sys-
tems of the International Space Station,
DSAT has a modular architecture that
lends itself to modification for application
to spacecraft or terrestrial systems. DSAT
consists of user-interface, data-structures,
simulation-generation, analysis, plotting,
documentation, and help components.
DSAT automates the construction of sim-
ulations and the process of analysis. DSAT
provides a graphical user interface (GUI),
plus a Web-enabled interface, similar to
the GUI, that enables a remotely located
user to gain access to the full capabilities
of DSAT via the Internet and Web-
browser software. Data structures are used
to define the GUI, the Web-enabled inter-
face, simulations, and analyses. Three
data structures define the type of analysis
to be performed: closed-loop simulation,
frequency response, and/or stability mar-
gins. DSAT can be executed on almost
any workstation, desktop, or laptop com-
puter. DSAT provides better than an
order of magnitude improvement in cost,
schedule, and risk assessment for simula-
tion based design and verification of com-
plex dynamic systems.
This program was written by Nazareth
Bedrossian, Jiann-Woei Jang, Edward Mc-
Cants, Zachary Omohundro, Tom Ring, Je-
remy Templeton, Jeremy Zoss, Jonathan Wal-
lace, and Philip Ziegler of Charles Stark
Draper Laboratory, Inc., for Johnson Space
Center. For further information, contact the
Johnson Commercial Technology Office at
(281) 483-3809. MSC-23607-1
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The Planning Execution Monitoring Architecture
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas
The Planning Execution Monitoring
(PEM) architecture is a design concept
for developing autonomous cockpit
command and control software.  The
PEM architecture is designed to reduce
the operations costs in the space trans-
portation system through the use of au-
tomation while improving safety and op-
erability of the system.  Specifically, the
PEM autonomous framework en ables
automatic performance of many vehicle
operations that would typically be per-
formed by a human.  Also, this frame-
work supports varying levels of au-
tonomous control, ranging from fully
automatic to fully manual control.  
The PEM autonomous framework in-
terfaces with the “core” flight software to
perform flight procedures.  It can either
assist human operators in performing
procedures or auton omously execute
routine cockpit procedures based on the
operational context.  Most importantly,
the PEM autonomous framework pro-
motes and simplifies the capture, verifi-
cation, and validation of the flight oper-
ations knowledge.  Through a
hierarchical decomposition of the do-
main knowledge, the vehicle command
and control capabilities are divided into
manageable functional “chunks” that
can be captured and verified separately.
These functional units, each of which
has the responsibility to manage part of
the vehicle command and control, are
modular, re-usable, and extensible.
Also, the functional units are self-con-
tained and have the ability to plan and
execute the necessary steps for accom-
plishing a task based upon the current
mission state and available resources.  
The PEM architecture has potential
for application outside the realm of
spaceflight, including management of
complex industrial processes, nuclear
control, and control of complex vehi-
cles such as submarines or unmanned
air vehicles.  
This work was done by Lui Wang, Bebe Ly,
and Alan Crocker of Johnson Space Center;
Debra Schreckenghost of Metrica Inc; Stephen
Mueller and Bob Phillips of Titan-LinCom
Corp.; and David Wadsworth and Charles
Sorensen of Lockeed Martin Corp.  For further
information, contact the Johnson Commercial
Technology Office at (281) 483-3809. MSC-
23628-1
plex flight profile to be simulated, as
well as ambient conditions and deterio-
ration level of the engine. C-MAPSS40k
has three actuators: fuel flow, variable
stator vanes, and variable bleed valve.
The three actuators enable off-nominal
operation, which is not possible with
simulations that have fuel flow as the
sole actuator, since in those simulations
the other actuators are implicit and as-
sumed to operate nominally. The simu-
lation is modular to allow users to re-
design or replace components such as
the engine controller or turbomachin-
ery components without having to mod-
ify the rest of the simulation. It also en-
ables the user to view and save any signal
in the engine or controller. The package
has the capability to create and validate
a linear model of the engine at any oper-
ating point. Linear models can be used
for control design, and C-MAPSS40k
lends itself well to implementation and
evaluation of advanced control designs
as well as to diagnostic and prognostic
system development. The simulation
can be run in real time and can there-
fore be integrated into a flight simulator
with a pilot in the loop for testing.
C-MAPSS40k fills the need for an easy-
to-use, realistic, transient simulation of a
medium-size commercial turbofan en-
gine with a representative controller. It
is a detailed component level model
(CLM) written in the industry-standard
graphical MATLAB/Simulink environ-
ment to allow for easy modification and
portability. At the time of this reporting,
no other such model exists in the public
domain.
This work was done by Ten-Huei Guo,
Thomas Lavelle, and Jonathan Litt of Glenn
Research Center and Jeffrey Csank of N&R En-
gineering and Ryan May of ASRC. Further in-
formation is contained in a TSP (see page 1).
Inquiries concerning rights for the commer-
cial use of this invention should be addressed
to NASA Glenn Research Center, Innovative
Partnerships Office, Attn: Steven Fedor, Mail
Stop 4–8, 21000 Brookpark Road, Cleve-
land, Ohio 44135. Refer to LEW-18624-1.
Jitter Controller Software 
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas
Sinusoidal jitter is produced by simply
modulating a clock frequency sinu-
soidally with a given frequency and ampli-
tude. But this can be expressed as phase
jitter, frequency jitter, or cycle-to-cycle jit-
ter, rms or peak, absolute units, or nor-
malized to the base clock frequency. Jitter
using other waveforms requires calculat-
ing and downloading these waveforms to
an arbitrary waveform generator, and
helping the user manage relationships
among phase jitter crest factor, frequency
jitter crest factor, and cycle-to-cycle jitter
(CCJ) crest factor. 
Software was developed for managing
these relationships, automatically con-
figuring the generator, and saving test
results documentation. Tighter man-
agement of clock jitter and jitter sensi-
tivity is required by new codes that fur-
ther extend the already high
performance of space communication
links, completely correcting symbol
error rates higher than 10 percent, and
therefore typically requiring demodula-
tion and symbol synchronization hard-
ware to operating at signal-to-noise ra-
tios of less than one. To accomplish this,
greater demands are also made on
transmitter performance, and measure-
ment techniques are needed to confirm
performance. It was discovered early
that sinusoidal jitter can be stepped on
a grid such that one can connect points
by constant phase jitter, constant fre-
quency jitter, or constant cycle-cycle jit-
ter. The tool automates adherence to a
grid while also allowing adjustments off-
grid. Also, the jitter can be set by the
user on any dimension and the others
are calculated. The calculations are all
recorded, allowing the data to be rap-
